Map 2. Index Map of Administrative Areas in Cambodia by Province and District
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Code of Province / Municipality and District

01 BANTEAY MEACHEY

02 BATTAMBANG

03 CAMBODIA

04 KAMPONG CHHNANG

05 KAMPONG SPEU

06 KAMPONG THOM

07 KAMPONG CHAM

08 KANDAL

09 KOH Kong

10 KRATAI

11 MONDUL KIRE

12 PHNOM PENH

13 PREA VINHAER

14 PREDY ENG

15 PURAKAT

16 RATANAK KIRI

17 SEEAKAP

18 SIHANOUKVILLE

19 STUNG TRENG

20 SVAY REANG

21 TAKEO

22 ODAR MEACHEY

23 KEP

24 PHNOM Penh
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* Codes and boundaries are as of February 9, 2009.